Variations of Tenure Review Prove to be Problematic
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Many people hold the misperception that achieving tenure at the higher education level grants the professor a lifetime appointment. While it does offer safeguarded measures of academic freedom to pursue research and creative activities freely without undue influence,\(^1\) university-based tenure “simply overcomes a presumption of at-will employment” with an expectation of “continued employ[ment]” unless afforded due process rights for any separation or disciplinary proceedings.\(^2\) A public employee with an express expectation of future employment, such as tenure, possesses a protected property interest.\(^3\) Significantly, denials of tenure associated with due process violations raise rather consequential impacts at public universities as the grant of tenure in those settings attach constitutional rights.\(^4\)

An inappropriate denial of tenure or dismissal of tenured faculty invokes a Fourteenth Amendment due process violation in the form of an unconstitutional governmental taking.\(^5\) A specific concern involving such improper decisions is that inconsistent standards of review seem to impose discriminatory processes onto faculty members.\(^6\) For many, the granting of tenure represents another level in which the faculty member's inclusion into the institution becomes
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more formal. Given the significance, the denial of tenure sends an unwelcoming message to those faculty affected by alleged (or perceived) discriminatory processes under the guise of “academic judgment.” The tenure denial is more problematic when signs of inconsistent faculty treatment (of the faculty member seeking tenure) is inferred or demonstrated. Some critics of the tenure process have also drawn on these inconsistencies of faculty treatment as further reasons to eliminate tenure altogether in an effort to depoliticize classrooms and lessen undesirable behaviors in tenured faculty, namely discrimination and retaliation. Examples of publicly displayed tenure denials which lead to reconsideration of those decisions and raise concerns about professors’ due process rights are illustrated in the experiences of Nikole Hannah-Jones and Paul Harris – two notable Black scholars.

Nikole Hannah-Jones won a Pulitzer Prize for her journalism work on the New York Times Magazine’s 1619 Project. She is a prominent professor of modern journalism. Hannah-Jones was recruited and hired as the University of North Carolina’s (“UNC”) Knight Chair in Race and Investigative Journalism at the Hussman School of Journalism and Media.

An appointment to a position such as the Knight Chair is quite significant as appointees are commonly offered to tenured faculty, not pre-tenured faculty. However, in Hannah-Jones’s case, she held the special title, and still, the Board of Trustees halted her review for tenure due to concerns that she lacked the proper academic background. This concern was most loudly
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voiced by a significant donor and journalist, Walter Hussman – the namesake of the journalism school at UNC-Chapel Hill.\textsuperscript{13} Hussman had previously criticized the journalist’s magnum opus, the 1619 Project, asserting that the \textit{New York Times} “overstated the significance of protecting slavery in inspiring the nation's founders to break free of Great Britain.”\textsuperscript{14} Other scholars disagreed with Hussman and, valuing her contributions, UNC offered Hannah-Jones a five-year contract.\textsuperscript{15}

The initial denial of Hannah-Jones’s tenure triggered weeks of intensive dialogue among colleagues, students, and donors at UNC. After further evaluation of Hannah-Jones’s merits and external influences by colleagues and donors, the Board of Trustees reconsidered and offered Hannah-Jones tenure at UNC-Chapel Hill.\textsuperscript{16} Ultimately, Hannah-Jones decided that she would instead move to Howard University, a historically black college in Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{17}

Another example of inconsistencies in the tenure process is the University of Virginia’s denial of tenure to Paul Harris for allegedly failing to meet tenure expectations.\textsuperscript{18} Successful tenure reviews at a research university typically require significant contributions to peer-reviewed publications; self-publications are not sufficient to meet this expectation. Harris had been published in the peer-reviewed \textit{Journal of African American Males in Education}, but the university, via members of the promotion and tenure committee, misclassified this publication as
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a self-publication. Likewise, Harris’s review for tenure also relied on a miscalculation of his published work citations to include only 27 of his 148 citations on Google Scholar. This reliance on incorrect information that was asserted or improperly referenced influenced the Promotion and Tenure Committee to deny tenure to Dr. Harris. After further investigation into the Harris’s publications and citation record, the Promotion and Tenure Committee of the University of Virginia offered him tenure. Harris instead departed Virginia, opting to work at Penn State. Following the decision of tenure, the editor of the *Journal of African American Males in Education* critiqued the university by emphasizing the importance of investigating misunderstood facts rather than blindly adopting misinformation. This blind adoption of misinformation sequestered Harris’s opportunity for a fair tenure review.

Skepticism towards tenure reviews is rising across the United States. Higher education institutions are under pressure to legitimize the tenure process to further increase diversity and lessen the subjectivity of personal bias. Nikole Hannah-Jones, Paul Harris, and the many other stories of inconsistencies arising from the tenure review process may serve as catalysts to improve the inclusionary efforts at our higher education universities – especially if it wishes to offer adequate due process afforded under the 14th Amendment and stay of the radar of state legislators as a target.
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